Equilibrium Existence in Krugman's Trade Model
New Trade theory emerged, when Krugman (1979, 1980) and other scholars
adapted Dixit and Stiglitz's (1977) models of monopolistic competition to international/interregional economy. Numerous further developments by Melitz
(2003), Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) and others included heterogeneous rms
into the analysis, to highlight the selection eects of trade. However, the basic Krugman's model remains an interesting approach for some research questions, e.g., microfoundations of gravity equations, and also for revealing the
trade elasticity. We are interested in the general version of the model having
variable elasticity of substitution (VES). This version is helpful for anaysis of
pro-competitive eects alike Mrázová and Neary (2014), Bertoletti and Epifani
(2014), and gravity analysis alike Arkolakis et al. (2015).
Despite the fact that Krugman's model has been exploited extensively, we
are unaware of any proof of the equilibrium existence in this model. This paper provides such a proof in a suciently general setting. The key element of
our setting is the maximal attainable operating prot function (AOP), dependent on the rm's variable cost and on some market aggregator. In particular,
such a function can be generated by the traditional additive preferences with
variable elasticity (see Mrázová and Neary 2014), but we suppose it to be applicaple to other approaches (e.g., the dual-additive approach by Bertoletti and
Etro. (2014)). In the traditional case, the market aggregator is the consumer's
marginal utility of income, and whenever the elementary utility satises the
choke-price assumption (a nite derivative of utility at zero), then the resulting
AOP must satisfy our key assumptions needed for equilibrium existence: it has
to be monotonically decreasing from innity to zero in its argument.
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Generally, a system of non-linear equation need not have a solution. However,
our assumptions include choke-price existance and monotonicity of the prot
function, these are strong enough, remaining quite general, applicable to many
particular demand systems.

So, we achieve the existence proposition.

If the

preferences display a choke-price, and the prot function (AOP) is monotonic

N countries trade always result in at least
{λi , wi }i≤N  0 which ensures posititive wages for all

with respect to its argument, then
one equilibrium: set of

the countries and non-negative source-destination prots for all directions of
trade, that satisfy the equilibrium conditions.
The rther direction of study can include the question of uniqueness of the
equilibrium, and probably monoponicity of the AOP will turn out sucient for
this.
The fruit of these two ndings for theory is that they would justify logical
consistency of using such general version of Krugman's model in theory and
empirics.

For empirics, they suggest, what kind of preferences (or demand

structures) are consistent with theory in any attempts to calibrate the model
on real data.
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